OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD
REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH
The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’
speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe brings for us on that date. So read on and find out
your unique gift !!
Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of birth. Look for the
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if the affirmation is resonating well with you. If
you find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the
period of 1 week.
Feb 10 to Feb 16, 2019
For the best results, you could write these affirmations.
Birthdate 1
AL14 LEFT COMPASSION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I recognise my compassion for myself and others
SHORT EXPLANATION
There are several reasons why you act difficult and severe towards yourself and others. There could be
the cultural or social influence on your behaviour. There could be personal discomfort manifesting in a
severe attitude towards self/others to discipline or punish to get the best out of them in the future. At
times, you can forgive everyone and can be kind and compassionate towards everyone but it gets
difficult to treat yourself with kindness and compassion. Look at the possibility of manifesting the
desired outcome in a kind compassionate and gentle manner.
Birthdate 2
PL22 - LEFT HUMILITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I humbly contribute my best.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Remaining humble will enable you to give, impart, contribute, share, deliver, provide or serve with due
grace and gratitude. Give with gratitude. Give being a channel of provision. Give with grace. Be modest
and humble as all that you are doing, is merely a roleplay. Your ability of contribution is dependent on
receiver's ability and openness to receive.
Birthdate 3
FLR25 - OPENING UP WITH SURRENDER CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I surrender and open up to various possibilities.
SHORT EXPLANATION
A certain level of vulnerability could be preventing you from a possibility of opening up to people,
places, opportunity or relationships. Life is a series of opportunities. These opportunities are there to
help you learn, experience and evolve. When we reject an opportunity to open up, we are being unfair to
life and the gifts we are receiving through life. It would be prudent to surrender to the higher
consciousness so that our limited mind consciousness opens up to various opportunities and remains
guided towards the highest and best
Birthdate 4
AC9 SELF HELP CHAKRA
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AFFIRMATION
I help myself.
SHORT EXPLANATION
As and when you feel helpless in life, turn inwards and figure out how you can help yourself.
Helplessness is the result of expecting outer sources to help you or your loved ones. Look at the
possibility of exploring smarter ways of helping yourself. This could also mean that you help yourself
with total acceptance of the situation with higher consciousness and discover the brilliance in the
situation you are facing.
Birth date 5
FLL10 - LEFT HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE OF SHORTCOMING CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I continue to recognize and constructively address my shortcomings.
SHORT EXPLANATION
If you are lacking persistence or if you are thinking of withdrawing, please ensure that you are not
withdrawing due to your ego/pride/righteousness. Your ego, pride and/or righteousness could be
masking your shortcomings, inadequacies or feeling of being wronged in the past. Continue embracing
that part of you which is not easily acceptable to you. It is ok to feel inadequate; it is alright to feel
incompetent; it is alright to be wrong at times. All these experiences could be the matter of the past. By
defending that part of you, overcompensating that part of you, you could be inhibiting yourself from
moving on and moving forward in life. Continue to embrace all that you are, so that you continue to put
your best foot forward by being who you are.
Birthdate 6
TL8 - LEFT WIN-WIN OPTION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I continue to opt for a win-win situation.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You are reminded that you need to continue putting your best foot forward and not withdraw yourself
due to the possibility of exploitation or a feeling of being taken advantage of. What was happening so far
could be due to your need to be needed. Instead of withholding yourself, think of creating a win-win
situation where you as well as others benefit. Continue empowering and inspiring others to take charge
of your life in a manner everyone around you gets the benefit. Let your persistence be beneficial to you
and to all around you
Birthdate 7
FL14 - LEFT NEUTRAL OBSERVATION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I embrace my shadow self.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Look within and recognise what you have been ignoring so far. Occasionally, you may have a need or a
wish to close your eyes to certain unacceptable aspects of your personality. Not all that is happening in
your inner space may be acceptable and appealing to you. However, closing your eyes will not take care
of the situation. You are reminded to open your inner eyes; look within and observe all inconsistencies
within you and be a detached observer to all that is happening in your inner space, so that eventually all
inconsistencies could be recognised and addressed in an appropriate manner.

Birthdate 8
CR3 RIGHT FULFILLMENT CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I safely inspire others to contribute to my experience of fulfillment.
SHORT EXPLANATION
It's time for you to open up, to invite and allow others to contribute to you in a fulfilling manner. Let the
fulfillment be a way of your life and if there are any inhibitory factors, just recognise them and address
them so that you give yourself permission to intend and invite fulfilling experiences and contributions
from everyone around you.
Birthdate 9
FLL22 - LEFT SURRENDER CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I continue to surrender in full faith, strength and awareness.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Only with consistent and persistent faith, you will be able to continue putting your best foot forward
with an attitude of surrender. You have probably tried resisting in the past; you have probably tried
rebelling in the past. Trust your inner guidance. Continue having faith in the greater good behind all
designs and moves of life. Continue with an attitude of total surrender with faith and inner strength. You
are being guided to continue putting your best foot forward in a certain direction
Birthdate 10
SR12- RIGHT POSITIVITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
All that happens, happens for the greater good.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Perhaps you are picking up signs and signals of the possibility of adversities through thin air. However,
all that happens, happens for the good. Even if there is a seeming destruction or a possibility of
adversities in your outer space, perhaps a new construction is pre-planned and the so called destruction
could be making way for a beautiful creation and a favourable outcome.
Birthdate 11
BLL10 - LEFT INTIMACY WITH REDISTRIBUTION OF THE BRUNT CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I create lasting impression on my close relationships by constantly delegating all that I can.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You have come a long way in your intimate relationships. You or your relationships, perhaps, have
handled a lot. Yes, you are strong and you can handle all that comes your way. But, how about your
relationships, how about people who are in intimate relationship with you? Do you think it is a good idea
to make them bear the brunt or let them suffer because you have chosen to bear the brunt? Your brunt
could be ancestral, from past life pre-programming, from immediate family, professional commitment,
political or social circumstances. Rather than withdrawing from enjoying intimacy or letting your
intimate relationships suffer, it would be a good idea to look at the possibility of redistributing your
responsibilities and load of unpleasantness. You deserve to enjoy an intimate relationship. Pursue with it.
Let the experience of 'bearing the brunt' not deter you from pursuing with the intimate relationship

with self or others. This is not the time to hold back. Find a creative way to ease out a situation and
continue putting your best foot forward with due persistence to enhance your intimate relationships.
Birthdate 12
VC5 - LEARNING THROUGH MIRRORING CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I rise beyond my need to know myself and others by mirroring each other.
SHORT EXPLANATION
If you want to truly understand who you are, look at others who are responding to your need for the
experiences. You will be able to know more about you through their responses. If you are responding in
a manner which is different from who you are, know that you are somewhere responding to others or
responding to their need for certain experiences. Metaphorically, we all play a mirror to our fellow
being. It is common to mirror each other, yet, it would be best to rise above the possibility of being who
you are and allowing others to be who they are, independent of your and their need to mirror each other
Birthdate 13
AL4 POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENT CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I explore my highest potential and make the best out of every moment of my life
SHORT EXPLANATION
You are being reminded that you have much more potential than you can imagine. However, you get in
touch with your potential only at the time of crisis. Do you really need challenges and crisis to bring out
the best from you? Or are you willing to operate from your highest and best potential? How about you
make a note of this clue and make the best out of it? Would it not be nice if you take a clue with
awareness and start operating from your true potential?
Birthdate 14
FLR9 - RIGHT HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE OF SHORTCOMING CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I recognise my shortcomings and constructively address them.
SHORT EXPLANATION
We often use our Egoistic behaviour to mask our weakness and shortcomings experienced in the past.
We often use pride as a defence mechanism to mask the inadequacy and incompetence experienced in
the past. We often use righteousness as a defence to mask our regret of doing something wrong in the
past. When you use defences, you successfully hide and become acutely aware of what you wish to hide
in any case. The time and energy you spend in masking your perceived unacceptable attributes may not
be always justified and may not meet the purpose. Because, eventually people do see through your
games and recognise what you are masking. Let these layers of defences not curtail you from putting
your best foot forward. The best way to deal with those defences is to embrace your shortcomings and
inadequacies. After all, we are born as humans with a choice to experience boundaries and limitedness
of human life. In short, when you accept and embrace the unacceptable part of you, you save a lot of
time and energy to mask/defend the unacceptable part of your personality and constructively utilize
your resources to put your best foot forward in a chosen direction.
Birthdate 15
PL14 - LEFT CONTRIBUTION CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I remain open to contribute.

SHORT EXPLANATION
Remaining open to give, deliver, discharge or impart all that is due from you will enhance the flow of
resources in your life. These resources could be in the form of money, love, care, recognition, services,
attention etc. If required, recognise and resolve certain attributes which prevent you from effective
contribution. The more you contribute the more you receive.
Birthdate 16
FR21 - RIGHT CATHARSIS CHAKRA AFFIRMATION
I constructively address my reserved grief.
SHORT EXPLANATION
There is a possibility that you have not been able to shed tears in the recent or distant past and complete
your grieving experience due to overt sense of responsibility for others. It's time now for you to come to
terms with your past, your reserved grief caused by environmental setbacks, loss, disasters or certain
shocking situations. Acknowledge and express that which has remained suppressed so far. Let there be
an emotional catharsis. Break those unseen self-created walls. Allow yourself to shed the unshed tears.
Birthdate 17
PL28 - LEFT DEADDICTION CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I dictate my addiction.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Do you feel a kind of habit or compulsion to act, do or indulge in certain experiences or to do
something? E.g., watching TV, exercise, smoking etc. It's time to liberate yourself from an addictive need
to do something. Let your addiction not dictate you. How about exploring the fact that you are indeed
stronger than your addictions? You can indeed dictate your addiction.
Birthdate 18
FC1 - FAITH CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
In full faith, I allow the higher consciousness to guide me towards my highest and best.
SHORT EXPLANATION
As you align yourself to the higher consciousness; you as well as all around you, shall be taken care of in
a divine way. Explore the possibility of operating from the faith that all in the universe are eventually
taken care of, protected and provided for. Do not let minor setbacks inhibit you. It's natural for you to
operate from faith when you are completely aligned with the divine plan for you and when you have
total faith in your inner guidance. There is a difference between 'faith' and 'trust'. Trust often gets
shaken up by minor setbacks. Faith in the higher consciousness discovers brilliance even in seeming
setbacks of life. Continue having faith in yourself, in your body, and in all that you are concerned about.
Birthdate 19
FLR11 - RIGHT HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE OF SHORTCOMING IN INTIMACY CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I embrace myself with all my inconsistencies and I embrace all around me.

SHORT EXPLANATION
Please ensure that your ego/pride/righteousness does not come in the way of intimacy. It is time to put
your best forward by accepting and embracing your shortcomings and weaknesses rather than using
ego/pride/righteousness as a defence which often remains counterproductive and create barriers
preventing closeness and intimacy in your personal, social, political or professional relationships.
Birthdate 20
PL38 - LEFT RELATIONSHIP CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I effortlessly contribute to my relationships.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Are you giving, contributing, imparting or serving in your relationship as per your wish? If not, examine
the factors which are curtailing you from giving your best to your relationships. Examine all your
emotions, beliefs, pre-conditioning and core thought-manifestations. Recognise and resolve in order to
effectively contribute, impart or give your best in your relationships as well as to all who are in
relationship with you
Birthdate 21
VT2 - DIRECTOR’S ROLE PLAY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I remain guided as I guide others.
SHORT EXPLANATION
When you are guiding others, you are playing a role of a guide. If you are leading others you are playing
the role of a leader. If you are directing others you are merely playing a role of a director. However, there
is a greater brilliance which is guiding, directing or leading others through you. Remaining aware of this
will save you from being egoistic about your role play and the resultant human emotions and reactions.
Birthdate 22
FC25 - RIGHT APPRECIATION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I intend and invite one and all to appreciate me and value me for who I am.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You deserve to be valued and appreciated for who you are and all that you have done. However, you may
not be receiving appreciation in proportion to your expectations. Here is a tip for you - start
appreciating yourself. If you value yourself, it will not matter to you if others really value you or not. On
the contrary, others may not value you if you do not value yourself. So when would be a good time to
start valuing yourself so that you start attracting appreciation from others?
Birthdate 23
VC4 - EQUALITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I intend and invite the experience of being equal.
SHORT EXPLANATION
The experience of inequality may have been a reason for your personal and professional growth.
However, you do not have to be attached to the experience and manifest a feeling of inequality. You
deserve to feel at par with your counterpart. The counterpart could be your colleague, spouse, sibling or
a business partner.

Birthdate 24
AR3 POWER LIMITATION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I understand the limits of my power and operate out of my true potential.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You are being reminded that your powers are limited. Even the most powerful person in your universe
would have certain limitations in exercising his or her powers. It may be pointless, trying to gain, retain
and maintain power over people, organizations and situations. However, the good news is that you have
unlimited potential. It would be good to explore your unlimited potential instead of focusing on using
your powers.
Birthdate 25
VT1 - POSITIVE POSSIBILITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I create the space for positive possibility.
SHORT EXPLANATION
The phase of discomfort is going to end very soon. When you wish to experience something beautiful,
you will recognise and value it only when there is an opposite canvass. This seeming discomfort was
because of the space of creation for anchoring something beautiful, graceful and great value add in your
life. Be patient and let the uncomfortable time pass. Be focused on the final possibility of positivity and
graciously appreciate and nurture the positive experiences rewarded to you.
Birthdate 26
FR11 - RIGHT ASSERTION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I positively accept others’ opinions as their feedback and constructively respond to their assertions.
SHORT EXPLANATION
It's nice to be sensitive towards others. However, ensure that you aren't unduly perturbed by others'
need to raise their eyebrows (Say - to object, question, argue, show surprise or simply frown). People
around you may need a space where they can express their authentic response to you. This can only be
possible if you do not adversely respond. How about graciously welcoming others to express their overt
expressions, surprise, questioning, objections, etc?
Birthdate 27
VL3 - GUARDIANSHIP ROLEPLAY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I take active charge of all that belongs to me.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Be the custodian of all that belongs to you and remain in charge. You have been trusted with a domain,
people , property or knowledge. Take charge of it. Make sure it is taken care of and feels safe.

Birthdate 28
NC1 - EFFECTIVE PROPOSITION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I invite others to value my wise advice at the right time in a right manner.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You have wise ideas and advice as you have a foresight and can envisage the consequences of decisions
and actions taken by others, well in advance. However, it bothers you, when people do not take your
advice seriously - at the time they should and in a manner they should. Unfortunately, they value your
advice quite late and that generates a considerable frustration (within you). Enhancing your
communication and inviting people to get your wisdom at the right time in the right manner, would be
helpful.
Birthdate 29
FL4 - LEFT LIBERATION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I discover creative ways of liberating myself and others.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Recognise and appropriately address your beliefs, fears, concerns and adverse effects of past experiences
which prevent you from sanctioning an experience of liberation for yourself and for others in your
space. You deserve to liberate yourself. You and everyone around you deserve to experience this freedom
within the framework of their individual life plan. You deserve to discover and expand parameters for
liberation in alignment with your life plan.
Birthdate 30
BLR1- RIGHT DETACHMENT CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I put my best foot forward with detachment.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You could be curtailing yourself from putting your best foot forward due to perceived possibility of
attachment. With higher awareness and allowance of the flow, you will be able to detach yourself easily
and effortlessly. This will enable you to put your best foot forward with due detachment.
Birthdate 31
AR15 RIGHT MERCY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I invite others to forgive me as I forgive myself.
SHORT EXPLANATION
If at all you have attracted people or elements who seem to be quite revengeful towards you or your
loved ones, it is time to seek forgiveness. When you will forgive yourself and seek forgiveness from all
around you, you will naturally be a worthy recipient of grace and mercy from one and all. Know that all
of us are extensions of the divine and all of us deserve to be treated with kindness and mercy, even if you
believe that you, your past life pre-programmed personality, your family members, your parent figures
or ancestors have done certain unpardonable acts based on a set of moral values.
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